CLEAR BAG POLICY

APPROVED BAGS

- Bags that are clear plastic, vinyl or PVC and do not exceed 12”W x 6”D x 12”H.
- One-gallon clear plastic freezer bag (Ziploc bag or similar).
- Small clutch bag approximately the size of a hand (4.5” x 6.5” or smaller), with or without a handle or strap. This can be carried separately or within a plastic bag.
- Seat cushions (soft and flexible, without frames or pockets).

All other bags are prohibited when entering the venue.

APPROVED BAG EXAMPLES

CLEAR TOTE
- Clear Plastic Vinyl or PVC
- Does not exceed 12” x 6” x 12”

PLASTIC STORAGE BAG
- 1 Gallon
- Re-Usable, Clear

SMALL CLUTCH BAG
- Approximately the size of a hand, with or without a strap.
- No larger than 4.5” x 6.5”

Prohibited Bag Examples:

- Backpack
- Binoculars Case
- Camera Case
- Fanny Pack
- Large Printed Bags
- Mesh Bag
- Purse
- Tinted Plastic Bags

Prohibited Items: aerosol cans; aluminum bottles; animals (service animals and service animals in training permitted); artificial noisemakers; balloons; coolers/ice chests; camera lenses larger than 4”; tripods, monopods and selfie sticks; flags on poles; glass bottles; illegal drugs; laser pointers; marijuana; metal cans; objects that can be used as projectiles (i.e. balls); outside food and beverage (exceptions will be made for those with medical requirements and/or special needs); scooters, strollers, bicycles, roller skates and skateboards; tobacco products; umbrellas; video cameras; weapons; firearms; and fireworks.

For more information, please visit commencement.colostate.edu